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OPTIMIZATION OF A QUADRATIC PERFORMANCE INDEX 

ON SOLUTIONS OF NONLINEAR TWO-POINT BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS* 

V.V. ANISOVICH 

A problem of optimizing nonlinear systems with boundary conditions of general form 

and a quadratic performance index is examined. Conditions for the existence of an 
optimal control are formulated. The optimal controls are written in explicit form 
as functions of the phase coordinate and the solutions of auxiliary boundary-value 
problems. Various applied problems of mechanics lead to the determinationofoptima 
modes of the systems being examined /l/. 

1. We consider a controlled system of differential equations with boundary conditions 

z' (L) = .4 (t) = (t) -t- H (I, t) u (0, t t [to, t,) (1.1) 

g (I Go), z 0,)) = (1 

Here z(t) is an n-dimensional vector-valued function, u(t) is an m-dimensional piecewise- 
continuous vector-valued function, A (1) and B (z,t)are continuous matrices of dimensions II x ,I 
and ?I x m, respectively, and g(y,z) is an n-dimensional continuous vector-valued function. We 

remark that sometimes the boundary condition in (1.1) consists of two relations at the begin- 
ning t= to and the end t= t, of the control process, of dimensions m, and m,, respectively, 

go (I (to)) = 0, R1 (5 @L)) = 0, m* + n, = II 

In particular, if we formally admit that one of the quantities m, or m, equals zero, thenEqs. 

(1.1) have the form of a Cauchy problem. 

From the whole set of piecewise-continuous LEER"' we examine those u(t) E UER”’ to 

which correspond at least one solution z(f) of boundary-value problem (1.1) and a functional 

(the asterisk denotes transposition) 

I‘ 
J (I, u) E 

s 
(u*Ku + u*L*z + Z’LU + r’Mx*) dt (1.2) 

1. 

taking a finite value. \7e assume that L' is a nonempty set. Here K (t), L (t). M (1) are continu- 

ous matrices of appropriate dimensions, while K(t) is positive definite, and K(t), hi(t) are sym- 

metric. We are required to find a control ii(t) E u and the corresponding solution I(t) of 

boundary-value problem (1.1) such that functional (1.2) takes the least value. The control 

r (0 thus found is called optimal. 
In applicationsitis important /2/ to find an optimal control Z=E(E, t) as a function of 

its corresponding solution z (t). i.e. , to solve the optimal control synthesis problem. The 

application of dynamic programming for synthesis problems lead to nonstandard equations /1,2/ 

the solving of which gives rise to known difficulties. To find the synthesizing optimal con- 

trol ii=ii(?,t)of problem (1.1) , (1.2) we use the approach in /3/. We introduce an auxiliary 

matrix N(t)of dimension n x n and, with due regard to (l.l), we reduce functional (1.2) to 

the canonic fomi. We consider the system of boundary-value problems 

>,- _ ,~SK-LB*A: + A (BK-'L* - A) + (LK-'B* -- A*)N + (1.3) 
LK-‘L* -- M 

I* (to) N (to) z (to) ~ a%* (t,) N (tl) I (tl) = 0, B = B (z+ t) 

== == ~~ - BK-lB*Nz ~ BK-‘L*z, g (z (ta), I (tl)) = 0 

and assume that (1.3) has at least one solution (E(t), p(t)). 

Theorem. When all the above-mentioned conditions are fulfilled the synthesizing 

optimal control for problem (l.l), (1.2) exists and is computed by the formula 

ii (f, t) = --K-1 [B’ (S, f) m + L*l z (1.4) 
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where inf J (.z, IA) = I (z, n) = 0. 

Proof. The matrix N(t) is symmetric because of the symmetry of the first boundary- 

value problem in system (1.3). Indeed, by transposing the first boundary-value problem in 

(1.3) and subtracting, we obtain 

d (N - N*)/dt = (N - N*)BK-'B*jv+ fl*BK-'B* (* _ N') + (1.5) 

(N - Nf) (BK_‘L’ -A) + (MI-%* -AI) (N - N') 
.+ @o) IN (to) - N* (to)) z (to) = z* (t,) [N (t,) ""- N* @,)I z* (tl) 

Problem (1.5) has the trivial solution N(f)---* (t)= 0 ; consequently, J? (I) = A'* (t). Just as in 

/4/p expressing M from the first equation of system (1.3) and then Ar fro51 (1.1) and allow- 
ing for the synmetry of matrices K, M.fi, we obtain 

2* Mr = z',',BK-'B*Nr+ r* ,,'BK-IL%+ s*NBu $ t'LK-'B'Nr-b u*B*h"s+ z'LK-'L'z - d(r*Nz)/dt (1.6) 

Using (1.6), we write functional (1.2) in canonical form 

I, 

J (I, u) = j PXG d& G = u + K-‘L% + R-“B* (s, 1) Nz (1.7) 
i. 

Because matrix Kis positive definite we have i (I, a) >, 0; consequently, the smallest valueof 
functional (1.7) is reached on the vector G= 0. Thus the optimal control is computed by 
formula (1.4). Substituting (1.4) into (l.l), we obtain the second boundary-value problemin 
system (1.3), which yields the possibility of determining (f(Q,IY(t)) from (1.3). The theorem 
is proved. 

Notes. lo. The requirement of the existence of the solution of boundary-value problem 
(1.3) restricts the class being examined of problems (l-l), (1.2) since in the general case 
the minimal value of functional (1.2) can be both positive (when L=O,M>O) as well as nega- 
tive (when the norm IIL,l/ is sufficiently large). However, although the solution obtaineddoes 
not exhaust all possible cases, the representation of the control in the form (1.4) has well- 
known advantages /1,2/. The application of the necessary optimality conditions in /1,2/ to- 
gether with the sufficient condition obtained permits us to lessen the number of solutions 
looked at for optimality. The question of the existence of at least one solution of (1.3) is 
resolved with the aid of well-known criteria /5/. When a small parameter is present in the 
right-hand side of Eq.(l.l) we can apply asymptotic methods /6/. 

2O. The computation of optimal control (1.4) reduces to solving the system of boundary- 
value problems in (1.3), which in applications are solved numerically. 

3O. In the presence of several optimal controls (1.4) and of the correspondingsolutions 
of problem (1.1) furnishing a zero value to (1.2) there arise the questions of choosing a 
practically-realizable stable mode, of delineating the capture domain for each of the modes, 
etc. In this case additional investigations are made, using the physical properties of the 
controlled object. 

4O. As was noted in /7/, the question of designing systems having optimal periodic, al- 
most-periodic, and, in particular, quasiperiodic motions has scarcely been studied. Systems 
of such type describe a number of important applied problems of mechanics, chemical engine- 
ering, cardiology, etc. (see /7/ and the bibliography presented therein). Obviously /6/, the 
systems indicated can be written in form (1.1). For the verification of condition (1.3), for 
example, in the almost-periodic case there exist a number of‘criteria /8/. When a small para- 
meter ispresentinthe right-hand side of Eqs.(1.3) we can use the existence theorems derived 
in /6/. 

2. Let a controlled process with performance index (1.2) be described by the boundary- 
value problem 

Here ~((2,t)i.s a continuous n-dimensional vector-valued function. We seek a control C(t)= 0 
such that functional (1.2) takes the smallest value on the solutions r(t) of problem (2.1). 
We replace the problem (1.2), (2.1) being examined by the following equivalent optimization 
problem: 
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The scalar function B= B(z, f)is determined on the basis of the equality 

U'KU + x%u +- U’LZ = u*lYu + X’L’” + v’Lz (2.3) 

Relation (2.3) ensures the equality of the integrands in (1.2) and (2.2) at the expense of 
choosing E= B&i); consequently inf~fz, U) = inf~fr, v). i.e., the introduction of the n-dimens- 
ional vector-valued function u(t) andofthescalar function B bymeansofthe1astequalj.tyj.n (2.2) 
and of (2.31 enables us to write problem (X.2), (2.1) in the form of (2.1), (1.2).The optimal 
control of problem (2.2) is computed, under fulfillment of the theorem‘s conditions, by form- 
ula (1.4). 

From the last equality in (2.2) we find 

fi (2, t) = --B (2, 1) K-1 IB (i, t) N -i_ 1;*J I - C$ (X., 2) (2.4) 

Using (2.3) we obtain the equation in 3. Let B =Q,(z, A',0 be the solution of (2.3). Then, 
substituting 8 = O&N, f) into system (L.3), we detemline (Z(t),R(t)),with the aid of which we 
find the optimal control of problem (l..2), (2.1) 

n (z, t) = - Q, (i,?V, t) K-' I@ (X, A', t) N + L'] z - q, (2, t) 

In engineering problems, for instance, in the problem of parts arientation by a variable 
magnetic field /9/, in servomechanisms with backlash, /LO/, etc., the "external" yeneralized 
forces are frictional forces, for example, viscous /9,10/. The dynamics of such systems are 
described by a dimensionless first-order scalar equation z~+z= u3 (I), where z(t) is the gen- 
eralized velocity, u(1) is the controlled action,B(z(f)) is the characteristicofthe external 
forces. If the external force is B(z) = r/z then the problem of optimizing a system with 
periodic velocity and with a power performance index can be formulated as 

Using the theorem in Sect.1, we obtain the optimal solution r(f)= 1,G (t) = 1 (the trivial rest 
case s(t)= u(l)=0 is not examined). 
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